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Assembly Instructions for Meow Manor #K644

Inventory: The Meow Manor #K644 consists of (9) #C48 48” high panel (1)
#CD48 48” high single door panel (2) #F24 shelves (3) #C48C lids (top) (2) #S31
shelf support arm (16) #FDC fold down clips (8) #250 floor divider clips (58) #200
panel clips (3) #175 door clips The panels will already have been snapped
together in a chain. *Note: Please make sure all your inventory is complete.

Step 1: Separate the sections and stretch out the panels. Place the unit in the
shape of a 4’x6’ enclosure. Snap together all the #200 panel clips so the unit is
together, (except for the door panel …you will need to go inside the enclosure.)

Step 2: Step inside the enclosure and fold down flat the #FDC clips that are
around the perimeter of the enclosure. The #F24 shelves will rest on the fold
down clips. Take a #F24 shelf and place it to the left on the #FDC fold down clips
with the flat side up (pipe side down). Snap on (2) -#250 floor divider clips on
either side of the #FDC fold down clips to support the shelf. Note: #250 floor
divider clips are clipped to the underside of the shelf. There should be (2) -#250
floor divider clips for every 2 foot space. (See figure 1 below *Note: view is from
underside of shelf.) Follow the same procedure with the right shelf.
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Step 3: Attach the #S31 shelf support arms in the center section. The arms are
attached with the cap end supporting the outside part of the shelf. (See figure 2
below.)

Step 4: Set the #C48C lids on top of the unit with the #200 panel clips facing
down. Walk around the unit, snapping on the #200 panel clips as you go, and
even up any sagging that might occur.

Congratulations: You are now ready to use your Kal-Ko Kathouse Meow
Manor #K644 enclosure.
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